
Sigma Overview: 

 

One owner, driven to church on Sundays.  Ladies and Gentlemen….here it is! 

After spending it’s entire life in the careful ownership of a distinguished gentleman of Adelaide, South 

Australia, this wonderful Mitsubishi Sigma is a stunning example of the marque.  Ironically, the Sigma 

has only ever known the roads of South Australia, as it was born/made here.  Lovingly created by the 

expert craftsmen, in the new repurposed, Tonsley Park manufacturing plant. 

Sporting a class leading (at the time) 83kw 2.6L Astron II engine, which was often referred to by 

enthusiasts as the ‘big-block’ of the 4 cylinder scene, it’s mated to silky smooth 3-speed auto.  The 

odometer is showing 216077 genuine kilometers, and the replacement H&M engine was installed at the 

154333km mark. 

Inside, the interior so clean it smells like the dealership it was sold from.  Everything is immaculate, well 

maintained, flawless. Externally, the bright red paintwork is eye catching, and quite rare for this model.  

The contrasting tinted windows, and period correct front sun visor and rear louvre are unique additions 

to this special vehicle. 

Back in 1986, Adelaide South Australia was a town on the move, and people were using vehicles like this 

wonderful Sigma to head in the right direction.  Fast forward 34 years, and we are treated to snapshots 

from those exciting times.  Snapshots like this amazing Sigma, which is a rolling, running example of 

what late 80’s motoring was all about. 

The very last word is from the current owner Geof. ‘It drives like a new car! The air conditioner blows 

cold, there are no timing chain rattles, it really is as close as you will come to a brand new Sigma.  This is 

one of the last ones they ever made, and who ever put this one together on the production line back in 

October 1986 did a sensational job that has stood the test of time to perfection’. 

Very minor restoration is required, with the vehicle currently in a complete, good running state.   


